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This is the Fellowship you’ve been waiting for.
 

And if you’re a movement builder who is deeply committed to compassion ,
courage , and collaboration , we ’ve been waiting for you.

 
For over 25 years, Peace First has helped young people like you create social

change in their communities. Now, we are scaling our work to support
thousands of teams across the globe to lead peacemaking projects that make

a difference in their communities.
 

As we do , we are building a team of Fellows-in-Residence – expert youth
peacemakers based around the world – who will lead the delivery of our

programs, supporting young people across the globe to challenge injustices,
create impact, and build a lasting culture of peace .

 
If you are passionate about youth-led change , love mobilizing and

empowering others to act, and want to be part of a global team that helps
young people make a difference  right now , we invite you to apply to the

Fellowship-in-Residence – a year-long , paid program for emerging social
change leaders who want to make an impact by leading Peace First’s support

to young people in their part of the world .

Join the movement.



A growth opportunity and a learning community.

 

The Fellowship-in-Residence, a paid, year-long

Fellowship with Peace First, is an unparalleled

opportunity to build your skills and networks as an

emerging leader -- and set you up for a career of

lifelong leadership for social change.

 

Build a diverse skill set:  In your day-to-day work,

you’ll hone your skills at program design, facilitation

and training, grantmaking, organizing, and more.

Fellows-in-Residence will also have opportunities to

interact with and learn about the other operational

areas of a global nonprofit, and regularly meet with and

work alongside members of our senior team.

 

Build a network:  As the lead ambassador for Peace

First in your region, you’ll work to build our visibility

and credibility by creating a broad and deep partner

network -- and, in the process, build your own network

of peers and mentors.

 

Access support and coaching:  The Director of the

Fellows-in-Residence Program will be a constant

source of support and feedback, and Fellows-in-

Residence will have regular touch points with the

Founder & CEO and other senior leaders of the Peace

First team. Peace First will match each Fellow-in-

Residence with an external mentor, who you’ll meet

with biweekly to support your personal and

professional growth.

 

Professional development stipend:  Peace First will

offer a professional development stipend to help you

access professional development opportunities from

conferences to continuing education.

 

Community of practice:  We’ve structured the

Fellowship-in-Residence as a community of practice –

meaning that your fellow Fellows-in-Residence are a

source of learning and support. Through in-person

retreats and constant virtual communication, Fellows-

in-Residence will build a tight-knit community, offering

a space for you to work through challenges, share joys,

process frustrations, brainstorm new ideas, learn new

things, and feel supported, valued, and championed.

Work to build a movement.

At Peace First, we support young people

to create peacemaking projects – projects

that address an injustice (a social problem

that causes harm or creates inequity, such

as violence, poverty, or racism) in their

community through compassion, courage,

and collaborative leadership – on our

digital platform, PeaceFirst.Org. We take

them through a 5-stage journey to choose 

an injustice,  understand why it occurs,  

plan a project that will make a difference,  

act on their plan, and  reflect  on their

work. We target our recruitment efforts

to young people who aren’t often called on

to be peacemakers – those who might not

otherwise have access to resources.

 

Fellows-in-Residence will also serve as key

designers of Peace First programs, and

support fundraising efforts by sharing

their perspectives as young peacemakers

and leaders on our program team to

current or prospective investors in our

Youth Investment Fund.

 

If you’re passionate about the idea of

helping young people make a difference,

and excited about the everyday work of

recruiting, coaching, and building

relationships – with both a lot of

autonomy and a lot of support – then this

might be a perfect opportunity for you.

 



Inspire:  Lead efforts to activate young

people in your assigned region to join our

peacemaking community and start a

peacemaking project, with a focus on

activating young people who may not

otherwise have the resources and

opportunities to do peacemaking work.

 

Support:  Facilitate young people’s

progress through the Peace First Challenge,

providing feedback, support, and

encouragement to young people as they

design and carry out peacemaking

projects, including approving & processing

mini-grants, working to meet ambitious

goals for project completion, quality and

impact within your assigned region. This

will be the most significant area of work for

all Fellows, and will take place

predominantly online through the

PeaceFirst.Org digital platform.

 

Connect:  Lead community management

efforts on PeaceFirst.Org, implementing

our community management protocols and

upholding our community norms to build

relationships and connections between

peacemakers and ensure safeguarding of

all users

Coach:  Plan and facilitate workshops and

trainings that support young people to

launch, lead, and scale peacemaking

projects, both in-person and online from

our Peace First Labs that help young people

start projects, to our Peace First

Accelerators that help young people who

have completed projects take them to scale,

to workshops that young people through

the different stages of creation

 

Curate:  Lead the selection processes for

our Peace First Accelerators, Peace First

Prize, and Peace First Fellowship, and

identify stories of change to be shared

through Peace First’s storytelling initiatives

 

Partner:  Raise the visibility and credibility

of Peace First in your region by building

partnerships and relationships with key

youth-serving organizations, governments,

and influencers, managing a small budget

for region-specific workEngage:  Represent

youth community and program team in

conversations with funders and campaign

partners

 

Design:  Serve as lead designers for Peace

First’s platform and programs, providing

feedback and insights to inform continued

development of our tools, resources, and

supports for young people, and

participating in other organizational design

and decision-making processes as needed

What you’ll do.
Along with your team of Fellows-in-Residence, supported by the Program Director,

Fellows-in-Residence and the Program Design and Quality team, you will lead the

implementation of Peace First programs and help young people around the world start

and lead thousands of peacemaking projects. You’ll support them to generate new and

innovative ideas to social problems, create impact in their community, and change the

way the world sees young people. 

Apply Here!
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Identified an injustice in your community that

was causing harm or inequity.

Talked to others to understand the root causes

and come up with a solution.

Built a team and worked with them to create a

plan for bringing your solution to life.

Implemented your solution and created

meaningful, measurable change.

Reflected on your work and identified what

you have learned and would have done

differently, and how you might work to

remedy the injustice in the future 

Work well with others who have very

different perspectives and experiences

Act with integrity at all times

Have a positive, problem-solving mindset

Lead Peace First’s growth in your region ,

meaning you:Have a clear understanding of,

and connection to, other youth-led movements

in your region

Have a high level of intercultural competency

and are able to build relationships across lines

of difference with curiosity, humility, and

clarity

Can identify cultural and political differences

between different communities and countries

in your region and incorporate this knowledge

into your practice

Who you are.
 

You are a  peacemaker – meaning that in

everything you do you act with our core values:

Compassion: You seek out and listen to the

perspectives of others, and recognize the

inherent dignity of every person.

Courage: You speak out for what is right, even

when it is risky.

Collaboration: You bring others together to make

change 

 

You have led a  peacemaking project –

meaning that, over a sustained period of time,

you have:

 

 

You are a  great team member – meaning you:

 

 Apply Here.
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Under 26 years old on August 1, 2020
Have reliable access to fast, stable internet (assuming the cost of
internet access is covered)
Able to commit to at least one year as a Fellow-in-Residence,
beginning August 2020
Hold a valid passport and are able to travel between 10 and 20% of
your time
Must be based in the region where you intend to work. 
Fluent in English
MENA Fellows-in-Residence must also be fluent in Arabic. Fluency
or proficiency in other languages, especially French, is highly
desirable

 
APPLY HERE

Eligibility Criteria:

"The FIR is a great opportunity to watch small changes happen by youth

for the community, and even so the world, they dream to see. It's been a

journey full of learning, hope, but above all, a journey filled with people I

can no longer live without."  - Josiane Atallah

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/2/d/18yChM4ZnuF-JatOzoIf05Id7zij6HIrsuk_2BPG8ZYw/edit?usp=drive_web


 

On a Late Afternoon I do:

 

Partner Calls/ Meetings- A pivotal part of our work

is growing the support of Peace First within the

region that we work in. We spend part of our time

in conversation with partners and influencers

thinking about ways we can collaborate and work

together to get more young people on our platform!

 

Team Meetings- We meet together twice a week as

a fellow in residence team, building community,

talking about business and sharing new ideas as

well critiquing old ones. Sometimes we also take

part in other meetings including Peace First staff

meetings and Programme team meetings

 

121s- Some of our time is spent having 121s with

fellows and other staff. We have a peer mentor

programme where each fellow is paired up with

another fellow, meeting regularly to talk about

challenges growth and development. We also spend

some of the week having 121s with Fellow in

Residence Senior Programme manager to discuss

development, work and other supports we may

need,including how to spend our professional

development funds!

 

Final Tasks of the Day:

 

Storytelling- A pivotal role as a fellow is sharing the

great work of the projects taking action in their

communities! We usually write at least one social

media post a week highlighting  some of the

amazing work we've done! We also work closely

with communications to develop stories of

particularly special projects that we want to

spotlight the work of.

 

Communications-  I usually end my day with a few

messages to some young people that need extra

support and guidance as well as start a call to

action in our community to spread the word of

Peace First!

 

Mini Grant Approvals- Last but certainly not least

is we approve mini grants and

send them off to finance and programme teams so

that  young people receive their $250!

In the Morning I do:

 

Community Management- The first thing I do when

I start my day is I check the platform dashboard. I

welcome new projects on our platform,

introducing myself as a coach and mentor. I

provide guided feedback to projects on the

dashboard, offering key expertise on how to

deliver change and challenge injustices that young

people are passionate about.

 

Admin- I set up calls/meetings with partners and

leads that can help support the work of Peace First.

l organise VCP calls for approved projects.

 

Lab Prep- If I have an upcoming Lab I run through

the sessions and follow up on other preparations.

Booking flight and trains!

 

 

In the Early afternoon I do: 

 

Design Work- I provide critique and comments to

new ways in which Peace First can support its

global community of young people. Along with

other fellows on a design task force team, we work

together to shape and create new ideas for Peace

First and the programmes we provide.

 

VCP’s- As part of our roles of being a mentor and

coach we as fellows conduct verification and

coaching calls. We spend an hour with young

people who are at advance stages of the journey

deep diving into specific challenges related to their

projects and offering key insights as well

constructive support.

 

A Day in the Life of a Fellow In Residence
Tahmid Islam is the Fellow-in-Residence for the UK & Europe.


